
Step by Step Edam Cheese 
by Heidi

I am not an experienced cheesemaker… far from it. I just like to give things a go. 
What I do know about cheese is:

1. if you can follow a recipe you can make cheese.
2. cheese is very forgiving, temperatures and stirring times only need to be 

prefect if you are a perfectionist and you want your cheese to be perfectly 
true to type. You will still end up with a good, edible cheese if you are out 
by a degree or two, or your  curds mat because you were attending to a 
calamity that befell your dog, cat, child etc

3. Cleanliness may be next to Godliness, but I live in a house that has mere 
mortals, a lot of them. My utensils, pots, etc are clean, I would happily eat 
off them, but I would not call them sterile. Use your common sense, Edam 
should have a nice, mild cheesy flavour. If it tastes like blue vein… well, 
eat it at your own discretion! 

4. If you have a single sink like I do, do the washing up first, because you 
will be unable to wash anything until you have finished using it as a 
waterbath!

Prepare a mesophyllic  starter the night before, either home made, or store 
bought. For this one I used store bought.

Put 10 litres of milk into a stock pot, and heat to 32 degrees. Get a head start 
and have the milk out of the fridge so you aren’t waiting around for so long. 
Smaller amounts work equally as well, just use a smaller mould.

When its at 32 degrees, add the prepared starter. Add some milk to the starter 
first, whisk it till smooth, then add the mix to the milk in the pot. Stir thoroughly.



Put the lid on the pot and allow to ripen for about 10 minutes or so. If your milk 
is very fresh, such as that day’s, you may want to give it a bit longer, to allow it 
to acidify properly. (I have forgotten it for almost two hours with no ill effects).

Put the pot in the kitchen sink, and then fill the sink up with water that’s a little 
above 32 degrees. (If you fill the sink first and misjudge it, you end up with your 
sink overfloweth!). The idea is that you want the milk to maintain a temperature 
of 32 degrees for one or two hours.

Add 2.5ml of rennet to about 25mls of water or more (I use about ¼ cup) and 
pour it into the milk whilst stirring. Continue to stir for a couple of minutes to 
ensure that it is evenly distributed.



Cover the lid with a towel, and leave for one to two hours until a clean break is 
achieved. The towel helps to keep the heat in. (At this point, I drove into town, 
dropped a child off (the one doing the whisking), had a cuppa with a friend, went 
op shopping and then drove home).

Cut the curd into 1cm pieces (ha, like mine are ever the right size).

Stir gently for the next half an hour, slicing up any of the larger curds that you 
did not get to at the bottom of the pot. (Basically, when you pass by the pot, stir 
it, then go about your business. I fed a toddler his lunch whilst stirring).



Whilst your waiting for half an hour to be up, heat about about five litres of water 
to 60 degrees. (that’s if you’ve used 10L of milk, reduce it if you didn’t).

Let the curds sit for five minutes, then ladle off about 1/3rd of the whey.

Now, add enough of the 60 degree water to the curds to raise the curd 
temperature to 37 degrees. Generally, you will be replacing the same amount of 
whey that you removed. I can never get this exactly right, so I usually end up 
boiling the kettle and adding it to raise the curd the last few degrees! Stir whilst 
you are adding the water.

Now’s the time time to adjust the water temperature in the sink. Heat it up to 
about 38 degrees or higher by letting cold water out and adding hot water. It 
needs to keep the curd at 37 degrees for the next 40 minutes.

Continually stir the curd for the next 40 minutes, maintaining 37 degrees. (note 
the word “continually” is different to “constantly”… stir it as often as is practical to 
prevent the curds matting).

Let the curds rest for five minutes, then ladle the curds off into a cheesecloth 
lined mould.



Press the curds at 7kg for about 15 minutes.

Whilst your waiting for 15 minutes to be up, heat the whey up to 52 degrees.

Take the cheese out of the mould and cheesecloth, and put in the heated whey 
for thirty minutes, turning it over after 15 minutes.



Take the cheese out, rewrap in the cheesecloth, put it back in the mould, then 
press at 18 kg pressure for 6 hours.

Remove the cheese from the press, unwrap, turn the cheese over, rewrap and 
place in mould under 18kg pressure for another 6 hours.

Brine the cheese in a saturated brine solution for three hours, turning every 45 
minutes.

Remove, pat dry and place in a cheese cave at 10 degrees 85% humidity to 
ripen.



Turn and wash the cheese daily with brine until the cheese develops a dry rind, 
about 2 to five days.

Wax or vacuum pack and store for three to eight weeks at 10 degrees.


